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5 Posizioni indicati 

Buena Vista 

"Latin Rhythm"

The Buena Vista restaurant and bar in Frankfurt has been celebrated for

its flawless fusion of the modern amenities and services people expect

from an eatery. Expect a vibrant and authentic Latin ambiance and menu.

Central and South American specials like suppe and fajitas are available. If

you're looking for a lighter meal, Buena Vista has an extensive tapas

selection. As for drinks, their Mojitos are popular, but if you find them too

strong then opt for one of the many Cachaca-based cocktails. Lunch is

served daily from 11:30a until 3p.

 +49 69 9002 5835  www.buenavista-ffm.de/  info@buenavista-ffm.de  Große Eschenheimer Straße

13, Francoforte

 by Jen SFO-BCN   

La Trinca 

"Spanish Flair"

Flavors of Spanish cuisine come alive in Frankfurt at La Trinca. A specialty

of this place is their tantalizing tapas. The menu features an extensive

range of these dishes, prepared in various ways to please the discerning

palate. Choose from vegetable mix, chicken, meat or seafood

preparations. The interiors of this place are elegantly embellished in hues

of cream and brown, while the patio offers a colorful space to enjoy your

meal. This place is a must visit for any tapas lover visiting the city.

 +49 69 62 2393  www.latrinca.net/  info@la-trinca.de  Schweizer Straße 14,

Francoforte

 by Einladung_zum_Essen   

Españita 

"Flavors of Spain"

Feast on the rich and exotic flavors of Spanish cuisine at Españita. A

specialty of this place being tapas, Españita offers an extensive array.

Apart from the tapas, the meatballs, Seafood Cocktail, calamari, Russian

salad, croquettes, Serrano ham and anchovies are highly recommended.

Choose from their list of Spanish wines to complement your food. On

weekends live musicians fill this place with their Spanish melodies. This

restaurant does not accept credit cards, so fill your pockets with ample

cash while visiting this place.

 +49 69 6959 9669  www.espanita-restaurante.de/  Hainer Weg 9, Francoforte

 by bule   

Destino 

"Tapas Fracas!"

If you are only slightly hungry and find yourself trying to experiment with

different flavors and combinations, then what better than trying tapas!

Destino offers a great range of tapas or in other words, Spanish hors

d'oeuvre such as Spanish anchovies, curry chicken, tortillas-inspired ones

or the chicken wing tapas. Always packed during weekends, it is a wise

call to book your visit well in advance. Enjoy a few hours devoted to these
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little plates of heaven, in a leisurely ambiance aided by efficient yet

friendly servers.

 +49 69 2424 0888  Habsburgerallee 9, Francoforte

 by EstudioWebDoce   

Weisse Lilie 

"Best Tapas in Town"

Touted by many patrons as the best Spanish tapas place in all of

Frankfurt, the Weisse Lilie is definitely worth a visit. This restaurant

features a traditional-style ambiance with charming rustic decor and an

easygoing warmth. The menu is filled with authentic tapas straight from

Spain. Each dish embodies the flavors of the Spanish peninsular and

showcases an authentic cooking style. They also have a separate daily

specials menu that highlights seasonal ingredients and fresh produce.

 +49 69 45 3860  www.weisse-lilie.com/  Bergerstrasse 275, Francoforte
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